C of fe e
Ever since it’s migration from North East Africa to Arabia many hundreds of
years ago, this vital bean has played a multi faceted role in moulding history.
That short hop across the Red Sea helped alter society, political and economic
life not only in Africa and the Middle East, but in mainland Europe, Britain and
the America’s too
Coffee has made the fortunes and misfortunes of many, oiled the wheels
of communications, inspired creative minds, stimulated the tired, and, for
countless imbibers the world over, became a daily necessity
Our beans are 100% Arabica espresso coffee blend. It has the best Kenyan AA
Grade beans for acidity, citrus notes and a chocolate after taste, Brazilian Fine
Cup beans from the Minas Gerais Plateau to give a full bodied nutty base, and
high grade Arabicas from Honduras to add fruitiness and a subtle sweetness
The result is a smooth, rounded espresso which also forms the base for a perfect
Cappuccino or latte

C of fe es
Reg

Lrg

Regular filter coffee

£1.50

£1.90

Espresso
Strong shot of coffee

£1.60

£2.10

Macchiato
Espresso with a little foamed milk topping

£1.70

£2.10

Americano
Shot of Espresso coffee infused with hot water

£1.70

£2.10

Cappuccino
Frothy coffee topped with chocolate dusting

£1.80

£2.20

Latte
Very milky coffee

£1.80

£2.20

Mocha
Creamy hot chocolate and coffee

£1.80

£2.20

Hot Chocolate

£1.70

£2.10

Add a touch of indulgence to your favourite coffee with our
flavoured syrups:
Indulgent Cinnamon | Smooth Vanilla | Creamy Caramel
Sweet Hazelnut

£0.60

£0.75

Gaelic/Irish
Made with Jamesons

£3.30

Mexican
Made with Kahlua

£3.30

Calypso
Made with Tia Maria

£3.30

Scotch
Made with Drambuie

£3.30

Caribbean
Made with Rum

£3.30

Prince Charles
Made with Cointreau

£3.30

Cossack
Made with Vodka

£3.30

Monks
Made with Benedictine

£3.30

Dubliner
Made with Baileys

£3.30

Orange
Made with Grand Marnier

£3.30

Hot Chocolate Liqueur
£3.30
Creamy hot chocolate with a choice of liqueurs:
Cointreau, Baileys, Ameretto, Tia Maria or Kahlua

Te a
For 1

For 4

Regular Tea

£1.60

£3.50

Indian Street Chai
Sweet and warming tea from everyday India made with cinnamon,
cardamom and bay leaves

£2.10

£4.00

Oriental Sencha
A sensory delight with its fragrance and delicate refreshing flavour
reminiscent of the first spring cut of grass and with a hint of the deep
blue sea

£2.25

£4.10

Berries Delight
Capturing summer in a cup, this tea combines the refreshing tartness
of berries, with a hint of sweet vanilla to create a smooth finish.

£2.25

£4.10

Strawberry & Mango
Originating in Sri Lanka, with a highly aromatic flavour of strawberries
and mangos, the fruits of many legends and “king of all fruits”, this is
a delicious and mouth-watering tea, refreshing at any time of the day

£2.25

£4.10

Cranberry
Smell the natural freshness of this delicious fruit and savour its
bittersweet juiciness perfectly blended in the tea

£2.25

£4.10

Earl Grey
A full-bodied black tea with bright cup married with the sweet
fragrance and natural citrus flavour of the ripe bergamot orange

£2.25

£4.10

Jasmine Scented Green Tea
Made famous in China, watch as pebble-like balls of green tea open up
to reveal an elegant and fascinating display of marigold and jasmine
flowers beautifully stretching upwards

£2.50

£4.50

£2.70

£5.50

A beautiful and hypnotic display of colour, infused with the sweet
scent and flavour of the jasmine flower
Lotus Green Tea
Hand-rolled balls of fragrant, jasmine-scented and amaranth green
tea encase vibrant pink petals. On infusion, a glorious pink flower is
revealed as the tea leaves open out to resemble a lotus blossom

After Dinner L i qu e urs
It was in the religious orders that many of the traditional liqueurs were first formulated, as the
medicinal ingredients used were often grown in the monastery gardens
In the last century liqueurs have had an aura of being soothingly palatable after dinner digestifs.

25ml

50ml

Amaretto
Sweet and bitter almonds, apricot kernels, vanilla and spices

£2.30

£4.10

Bailey’s Irish cream
A blend of Irish whiskey and cream

£2.60

£5.00

Benedictine
This French herbal liqueur owes its name to the Benedictine monks
who first produced it in 1510

£2.30

£4.10

Contreau
Obtained from ripe Seville oranges and lemon

£2.30

£4.10

Drambuie
This Scottish whiskey-honey liqueur consist of 15 year old Scotch,
Highland herbs and heather

£2.30

£4.10

Galiano
More than 70 different herbs and plant extracts lend the golden yellow
liqueur its unique flavour

£2.30

£4.10

Grand Marnier
Caribbean bitter oranges flavour this French liqueur

£2.30

£4.10

Kahlua
A Mexican coffee liqueur with herbs and vanilla

£2.30

£4.10

Sambuca
Clear, moderately sweet and fiery. Flavoured with elderberries and
aniseed. Other flavours available

£2.30

£4.10

Tia Maria
Based on Jamaican rum of at least 5 years old, and flavoured with the
beans of the highly prized coffee variety Blue Mountain

£2.30

£4.10

French Connection
A bittersweet concoction of Cognac and Amaretto

£4.40

£8.10

Other non listed liqueurs are available at the bar

Por t
Port is the only one of the major fortified wines to be based on a red wine. True, there is such a
thing as a white wine port, but it only accounts for a fraction of the production.

HOUSE PORT
Cockburn’s Fine Ruby
A superb example of the Ruby Style. A smooth, full bodied wine with
a fruity flavour – a delicious drink to relax over

£2.10

VINTAGE
Port styles have since multiplied almost ad infinitum. At the top of the quality tree are the vintage
ports, wines of a single year that must be bottled within 2 years of the harvest, and intended for
long ageing
Cockburn’s Special Reserve
A superior Port from Quintas, bottled in Villa Nova de Gaia across
the rive from Oporta, softened into the smooth, mellow distinctive
character demanded by the discerning palate

£3.20

Taylor’s First Estate Reserve
Blended to produce a rich, full young Port with abundance of fruit
a true reflection of the Taylor’s style and tradition

£3.90

Taylor’s 1998 LBV
Created by Taylor as an alternative to vintage Port for less formal
Occasions, LBV is a wine with the rich fruity characters of a classic
vintage

£4.40

Br andy
CLASSIFICATION
VS – Historically known as 3-star, and still designated by a row of 3 stars on the label. Vs may contain
brandies as young as 3 years old
VSOP – Very Special (or superior) old pale, this is the next stage up. VSOP is the 5-star brandy as the
youngest spirit it contains must have spent at least 5 years in wood
XO – Those blended from a minimum 6 year old cognac may be entitled XO, or given any one of the
names invented by the houses such as Reserve, Extra, Cordan Bleu or Paradis

COGNAC

25ml

50ml

Courvoisier VS

£2.30

£4.10

Martel VS

£2.30

£4.10

Remy Martin VSOP

£2.90

£5.30

Remy Grand Cru

£2.90

£5.30

Hennessy XO

£4.00

£7.70

Hine Reserve

£4.80

£9.20

ARMAGNAC
France’s other brandy. Many tasters describe it as having a “biscuity” aroma. others – by no means
fancifully – detect a floral top note like violets.
The flavour tends to be drier as is isn’t adjusted with sugars, and the absence of caramel makes it
paler than cognac

Janneau VS

25ml

50ml

£2.60

£5.00

D ess er ts
KULFI
Often described as the traditional Indian Subcontinent ice cream,
Kulfi is not whipped like “Western” ice creams, resulting in a more solid dense ice cream.
Popular throughout such places as India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and the Middle East, Kulfi is a
delicious ice cream, the perfect cooling anecdote to your favourate curry!

Available in 3 mouth watering flavours:
Pistachio
Coconut
Mango

£2.95

Dairy Ice Cream
Creamy dairy ice cream served with a choice of sauces:
Strawberry, Chocolate or Butterscotch

£2.25

Chocolate fudge Cake
Rich and indulgent, chocolate cake, as it should be!
Served with fresh cream or ice cream

£3.50

Trio of Mini Desserts
A selection of freshly made desserts

£3.50

